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1 Introduction

The American writer Kurt Vonnegut began his career in the public relations division

of General Electric. One day, he saw a new milling machine operated by a punch-card

computer outperform the company’s best machinists. This experience inspired him to

write a novel called “Player’s Piano.” It describes a world in which school children take

a test at an early age that determines their fate. Those who pass, become engineers

and design robots used in production. Those who fail, have no jobs and live from

government transfers. Are we converging to this dystopian world? How should public

policy respond to the impact of automation on the demand for labor?

These questions have been debated ever since 19th-century textile workers in the

U.K. smashed the machines that eliminated their jobs. As the pace of automation

quickens, Bill Gates re-ignited this debate by proposing that robots should be taxed.

In this paper, we use a simple model of automation to compare the equilibrium that

emerges under the current U.S. tax system (which we call the status quo), the first-best

solution to a planner’s problem without information constraints, and the second-best

solutions associated with different configurations of the tax system.

Our model has two types of workers which we call routine and non-routine. Routine

workers perform tasks that can be automated. We find that robot taxes are optimal

only when there is partial automation. These taxes help increase the wages of routine

workers, giving the government an additional instrument to reduce income inequal-

ity. Once there is full automation, it is not optimal to tax robots. Routine workers

do not work, so taxing robots distorts production decisions without reducing income

inequality.1

Under the current U.S. tax system, modeled using the after-tax income function

1These results show that the reason why it can be optimal to tax robots in our model differs from
the rationale used by Bill Gates to motivate robot taxation. Gates argued that robots should be taxed
to replace the tax revenue that the government collected from routine workers before their jobs were
automated. In our model, when there is full automation the government collects no tax revenue from
routine workers yet it is optimal not to tax robots.
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estimated by Heathcote, Storesletten and Violante (2014), full automation never occurs.

As the cost of automation falls, the wages of non-routine workers rise while the wages

of routine workers fall to make them competitive with robot use. The result is a large

rise in income inequality and a substantial decline in the welfare of routine workers.

The level of social welfare obtained in the status quo is much worse than that

achieved in the first-best solution to an utilitarian social planner problem without in-

formation constraints. But this first-best solution cannot be implemented when the

government does not observe the worker type. The reason is that the two types of

agents receive the same consumption but non-routine workers supply more labor than

routine workers. As a result, non-routine workers have an incentive to act as routine

workers and receive their bundle of consumption and hours worked.

To circumvent this problem, we solve for the optimal tax system imposing, as in

Mirrlees (1971), the constraint that the government does not observe the worker type or

the workers’ labor input. The government can observe total income and consumption of

the two types of workers, as well as the use of robots by firms. We assume that taxes on

robots are linear for the reasons emphasized in Guesnerie (1995): non-linear taxes on

intermediate inputs are difficult to implement in practice because they create arbitrage

opportunities. This assumption, which is standard in a Ramsey (1927) setting, restricts

the outcomes that can be achieved when robot taxation is optimal.

A Mirrleesian optimal tax system can improve welfare relative to the status quo. In

fact, it can yield a level of welfare that is close to that of the first-best solution. Unfor-

tunately, Mirrleesian tax systems are known to be complex and potentially difficult to

implement in practice.

For this reason, we study the optimal policy when the tax schedule is constrained

to take a simple, exogenous form. Specifically, we consider the income tax schedule

proposed by Heathcote, Storesletten and Violante (2014) and linear robot taxes. We

compute the parameters of the income tax function and the robot tax rate that maxi-

mize social welfare. We find that income inequality can be reduced by raising marginal
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tax rates and taxing robots. Tax rates on robot use can be as high as 30 percent and full

automation never occurs, so routine workers keep their jobs. But this solution yields

poor outcomes in terms of efficiency and distribution.

We consider a modification of the Heathcote, Storesletten and Violante (2014) tax

schedule that allows for lump-sum rebates that ensure that all workers receive a mini-

mum income. We find that this modification improves both efficiency and distribution

relative to a tax system without rebates.

In the three best systems in terms of welfare, the first-best, Mirrleesian optimal

taxes and simple income taxes with lump-sum rebates there is full automation once the

costs of automation are sufficiently low. These solutions resemble the world of “Player’s

Piano.” Only non-routine workers have jobs. Routine workers live off government trans-

fers and, despite losing their jobs, are better off than in the status quo.

One might expect that optimal robot taxation would follow from well-known princi-

ples of optimal taxation in the public finance literature. We know from the intermediate-

goods theorem of Diamond and Mirrlees (1971) that it is not optimal to distort produc-

tion decisions by taxing intermediate goods. Since robots are in essence an intermediate

good, taxing them should not be optimal.

The intermediate-good theorem relies on the assumption that “net trades” of differ-

ent goods can be taxed at different rates. In our context, this assumption implies that

the government can use different tax schedules for routine and non-routine workers.

We study two environments where there are limits to the government’s ability to tax

different workers at different rates, Mirrlees (1971)-type information constraints and

a simple exogenous tax system common to both types of workers. We find that it is

optimal to tax robots in both environments when there is partial automation.

We know from the work of Atkinson and Stiglitz (1976) that when the income

tax system is non-linear it is not optimal to distort production decisions by taxing

intermediate goods. But, as stressed by Jacobs (2015), Atkinson and Stiglitz (1976)’s

result depends critically on the assumption that workers with different productivities
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are perfect substitutes in production. This assumption does not hold in our model.

Taxing robots can be optimal because it loosens the incentive compatibility constraint

of non-routine workers.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe our model of automation.

Section 3 describes the status-quo equilibrium, i.e. the equilibrium under the current

U.S. income tax system and no robot taxes. Section 4 describes the first-best solution

to the problem of an utilitarian planner. In Section 5, we analyze a Mirrleesian second-

best solution to the planner’s problem. In Section 6, we study numerically the optimal

tax system that emerges when income taxes are constrained to take the functional

form proposed by Heathcote, Storesletten and Violante (2014) both with and without

lump-sum rebates. In Section 7, we compare the different policies we consider both in

terms of social welfare and of the utility of different agents. Section 8 relates our results

to classical results on production efficiency in the public finance literature. Section 9

concludes.

2 Model

In this section, we discuss a simple model of automation that allows us to address the

optimal tax policy questions posed in the introduction. The model has two represen-

tative households who draw utility from consumption of private and public goods and

disutility from labor. One household supplies routine labor and the other non-routine

labor. The consumption good is produced with non-routine labor, routine labor and

robots. Robots and routine labor are used in a continuum of tasks. They are both

perfect substitutes in performing these tasks.

Households There are two representative households, one composed of non-routine

workers and the other of routine workers. The index j = n, r, denotes non-routine and

routine labor, respectively.
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Household j derives utility from consumption, Cj, and from the provision of a public

good, G. Each household has one unit of time and derives disutility from labor (Nj).

The household’s utility function is given by

Uj = u(Cj)− v(Nj) + g(G). (1)

The functions u(Cj) and g(G) are differentiable, strictly increasing and concave. The

function v(Nj) is differentiable, strictly increasing and convex. In order to guarantee

that the optimal choices of consumption and leisure are interior solutions, we assume

that the following conditions hold: limCj→0 u
′(Cj) =∞ and limNj→1 v

′(Nj) =∞.

Household j chooses Cj and Nj to maximize utility (1), subject to the budget

constraint

Cj ≤ wjNj − T (wjNj),

where wj denotes the wage rate received by the household type j and T (·) denotes the

tax schedule.

We now describe the problem of the firms, starting with the firms that produce

robots.

Robot producers Robots can be used in i ∈ [0, 1] tasks. The cost of producing a

robot is the same across tasks and is equal to φ units of output. A representative firm

producing robots to automate task i maximizes profits

πi = max
xi

pixi − φxi.

It follows that

pi = φ,

and that πi = 0.
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Final good producers The representative producer of final-goods hires non-routine

labor (Nn), routine labor (ni) for each task i, and buys intermediate goods (xi) which

we refer to as robots, also for each task i. There is a continuum of tasks that can be

performed by either routine labor or robots. We denote by m the fraction of these

tasks that are automated, i.e. performed by robots. For convenience, we assume that

when m tasks from the continuum [0, 1] are automated, the automated tasks are in the

interval [0,m].2

The production function is given by

Y = A

[ˆ m

0

xρi di+

ˆ 1

m

nρi di

] 1−α
ρ

Nα
n , (2)

with α ∈ (0, 1) and ρ ∈ (0, 1).

The problem of the firm is to maximize profits,

π = Y − wnNn − wr
ˆ 1

m

nidi− (1 + τx)

ˆ m

0

φxidi,

where Y is given by (2), and τx is an ad-valorem tax rate on intermediate goods.

The optimal choices of Nn, xi for i ∈ [0,m], ni for i ∈ (m, 1] require that

wn = αA

[ˆ m

0

xρi di+

ˆ 1

m

nρi di

] 1−α
ρ

Nα−1
n , (3)

(1 + τx)φ = (1− α)A

[ˆ m

0

xρi di+

ˆ 1

m

nρi di

] 1−α
ρ
−1

Nα
n x

ρ−1
i , for i ∈ [0,m] (4)

wr = (1− α)A

[ˆ m

0

xρi di+

ˆ 1

m

nρi di

] 1−α
ρ
−1

Nα
nn

ρ−1
i , for i ∈ (m, 1] (5)

are satisfied. It follows that it is optimal to use the same level of routine labor, ni in

the 1 −m tasks that have not been automated and that the optimal use of robots is

also the same in the m automated tasks.

´The optimal level of automation is m = 0 if wr < (1 + τx)φ. The firm chooses to

fully automate (m = 1) and to employ no routine workers (ni = 0) if wr > (1 + τx)φ.

2Since tasks are symmetric, there is no loss of generality associated with this assumption.
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If wr = (1 + τx)φ, the firm is indifferent between any level of automation m ∈ [0, 1]. In

this case, equations (4) and (5) imply that the levels of routine labor and robots are

the same,

xi = nl, for i ∈ [0,m] and l ∈ (m, 1] .

Since the technology has constant returns to scale, profits are zero, π = 0.

Government The government chooses taxes and the optimal level of government

spending, subject to the budget constraint

G ≤ T (wrNr) + T (wnNn) +

ˆ m

0

τxφxidi. (6)

Equilibrium An equilibrium is a set of allocations {Cr, Nr, Cn, Nn, G, ni, xi,m}, prices

{wr, wn, pi} and a tax system {T (·), τx} such that: (i) given prices and taxes, allocations

solve each households’ problem; (ii) given prices and taxes, allocations solve each firm’s

problem; (iii) the government budget constraint is satisfied; and (iv) markets clear.

The market clearing condition for routine labor is

ˆ 1

m

nidi = Nr. (7)

The market-clearing condition for the output market is

Cr + Cn +G ≤ A

[ˆ m

0

xρi di+

ˆ 1

m

nρi di

] 1−α
ρ

Nα
n −
ˆ m

0

φxidi. (8)

The market clearing condition (7), and firms first-order condition (5) imply

ni =
Nr

1−m
, for i ∈ (m, 1] .

In an equilibrium with automation (m > 0) in which wr = (1 + τx)φ, we also have

xi =
Nr

1−m
, for i ∈ [0,m]
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In such an equilibrium, using equation (4) together with the two previous conditions,

we obtain

m = 1−
[

(1 + τx)φ

(1− α)A

]1/α
Nn

Nr

. (9)

The wage rates of both non-routine and routine labor are independent of preferences,

wn = α
A1/α(1− α)

1−α
α

[(1 + τx)φ]
1−α
α

, (10)

wr = (1 + τx)φ. (11)

The reason for this result is twofold. In an equilibrium with automation, the real

wage of routine workers must equal the cost of using robots, (1 + τx)φ. Since the

production function is constant returns to scale, optimizing the use of robots and routine

workers yields a production that is linear in non-routine labor. So, the marginal product

of non-routine labor is constant and independent of the number of non-routine labor

hours employed by the firm.

It is also useful to note that in any equilibrium

wrNr

wnNn

=
(1− α)(1−m)

α
. (12)

An increase in automation reduces the income share of routine workers while keeping

constant the share of non-routine workers. In this sense, an increase in automation

leads to an increase in pre-tax income inequality.

3 The status-quo equilibrium

In this section, we describe the status-quo equilibrium, i.e. the equilibrium under the

current U.S. income tax system and no taxes on robot use (τx = 0). We model the U.S.

income tax system using the empirically-plausible functional form for after-tax income

proposed by Heathcote, Storesletten and Violante (2014). In their specification, the

after-tax income of household j is given by

y(wjNj) = λ(wjNj)
1−γ, (13)
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where γ < 1. Using PSID data, Heathcote, Storesletten and Violante (2014) estimate

that γ = 0.185, which means that income taxes are close to linear. They find that their

specification yields a good fit to the data with an R2 of 0.92.

This formulation implies that total and average taxes paid by agent j are given by

T (wjNj) = wjNj − λ(wjNj)
1−γ,

T (wjNj)

wjNj

= 1− λ(wjNj)
−γ.

The parameter λ controls the level of taxation, higher values of λ imply lower average

taxes. The parameter γ controls the progressivity of the tax code. When γ is positive

(negative), the average tax rate rises (falls) with income, so the tax system is progressive

(regressive).

We assume in all our numerical work that the utility function takes the form:

u(Cj)− v(Nj) + g(G) = log(Cj) + θ log(1−Nj) + χ log(G). (14)

We set θ = 1.63, so that in the status-quo equilibrium agents choose to work one

third of their time endowment. We choose χ = 0.25 and assume that the government

sets government spending equal to 20 percent of output and adjusts λ to satisfy its

budget constraint. Given our choice for χ, this policy is optimal in the sense that it

maximizes the average utility of the two workers in the economy. On the production

side, we normalize A to one and choose α = 0.5, so that the wages of routine and non-

routine workers are identical in the absence of automation. These parameter choices

are used in all of our numerical experiments.

We vary φ, the cost of producing robots on the interval Φ = (0; (1−α)A]. The upper

bound of the interval, (1− α)A, is the lowest value of φ consistent with no automation

in the status quo (see equation (9)).

Figure 1 describes the effect of changes in the cost of automation. As φ falls, the

wage of routine workers fall and the wage of non-routine workers rises. Since the utility

function is logarithmic and wages are the only source of income, hours worked remain
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constant for both routine and non-routine workers. This property reflects the offsetting

nature of income and substitution effects. Given that as φ falls, wages of routine workers

fall and their hours worked remain constant, their income, consumption and utility fall.

In contrast, non-routine workers benefit from rising income, consumption and utility.

As φ falls, the parameter that controls the level of taxation, λ, rises, which implies a

decline in the overall level of taxation. This decline is due to the fact that non-routine

workers pay an increasing share of the tax revenue and their income rises faster than

output as φ falls.

In sum, our analysis suggests that the current U.S. tax system will lead to massive

income and welfare inequality in response to a fall in the costs of automation.

4 The first-best allocation

A first-best allocation solves a problem where the social planner maximizes a social-

welfare function subject to the economy’s resource constraints. In this problem, there

are no restrictions on the ability of the planner to transfer income across agents.

We assume that the planner has an utilitarian social welfare function which as-

signs equal weights to the utilities of the individual agents. The planner chooses

Cr, Nr, Cn, Nn, G,m, {xi, ni} to maximize average utility,

V =
1

2
[u(Cr)− v(Nr) + g(G)] +

1

2
[u(Cn)− v(Nn) + g(G)] .

One interpretation of the social welfare function is as follows. Workers are identi-

cal ex-ante because they do not know whether their skills can be automated or not,

i.e. whether they will be routine or non-routine workers. The planner maximizes the

worker’s ex-ante expected utility.
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The planner’s resource constraints are

Cr + Cn +G ≤ Y − φ
ˆ m

0

xidi, (15)

Y = A

[ˆ m

0

xρi di+

ˆ 1

m

nρi di

] 1−α
ρ

Nα
n , (16)

ˆ 1

m

nidi = Nn. (17)

We derive in the appendix the solution to this problem. The first-best solution

shares three properties with the competitive equilibrium. First, routine labor is evenly

allocated to the tasks that have not been automated, ni = Nr/(1 −m), for i ∈ (m, 1]

and is zero otherwise. Second, intermediate goods are evenly allocated to the activities

that have been automated. Third, for m ∈ (0, 1) the level of intermediate goods used

in each automated activity is the same as the amount of labor used in non-automated

activities, xi = Nr/(1−m) for i ∈ [0,m].

The expression for the level of automation that occurs in the first best is the same

as in the status-quo equilibrium,

m = max

{
1−

[
φ

(1− α)A

]1/α
Nr

Nn

, 0

}
, (18)

because in both cases robot use is not taxed.

Labor supply decisions in the first best are determined by the following conditions

v′(Nn)

u′(Cn)
=
αY

Nn

, (19)

v′(Nr)

u′(Cr)
≥ (1−m) (1− α)Y

Nr

, (20)

where αY/Nn is the marginal product of non-routine workers and (1−m) (1− α)Y/Nr

is the marginal product of routine workers. These conditions hold in a competitive

equilibrium with zero marginal income taxes.
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It is optimal to equate the marginal utility of consumption of the two types of work-

ers. Since utility is separable in consumption, achieving that goal requires equalizing

the consumption of the two households

Cr = Cn.

Finally, the optimal provision of public goods equates their marginal utility to their

opportunity cost in terms of private consumption,

g′(G) =
1

2
u′(Cn).

Equations (19), (20), together with the fact that Cr = Cn, imply that the worker

with the highest marginal product works the most. This property implies that non-

routine workers have lower utility than routine workers. As a result, this equilibrium

cannot be implemented when the government observes total income but does not ob-

serve agent types. The reason is that non-routine workers would choose to act as routine

workers in order to receive higher utility. In the next section, we analyze the optimal

tax system taking into account the information constraints that the worker type and

the labor input are not directly observed by the government.

Figure 2 illustrates the properties of the first-best. In panel A, we see that full

automation occurs once φ falls below 0.31. The real wage rate for both types of workers

are the same as in the status-quo equilibrium.3 The consumption and utility of both

agents rise as φ falls. Figure 2 also shows that implementing the first-best solution

requires large transfers from non-routine to routine workers.

3The reason for this property is as follows. Equations (10) and (11) imply that wages depend on
technological parameters (α and A), the cost of automation, and the value of τx. Since τx = 0 in the
status quo and there is production efficiency in the first-best allocation, the wages are the same in
both allocations.
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5 Mirrleesian optimal taxation

In this section, we characterize the optimal non-linear income tax in the presence of

automation, when the government observes an agent’s total income but does not observe

the agent’s type or labor supply, as in the canonical Mirrlees (1971) problem. As

discussed in the introduction, we focus on the case where robot taxes are linear.

In the Mirrlees (1971) model, the productivities of the different agents are exogenous.

In our model, these productivities are endogenous and depend on τx. This property is

central to the question we are interested in studying: is it optimal to distort production

decisions by taxing the use of robots to redistribute income from non-routine to routine

workers to increase social welfare?

We assume that φ < αα(1 − α)1−αA, so that if τx ≤ 0 non-routine workers earn a

higher wage, wn > wr in an equilibrium with automation (see equations (10) and (11)).

Note that an increase in τx raises the wage of routine workers and lowers the wage rate

of non-routine agents.

When working with Mirrleesian-style optimal taxation problems, it is useful to ex-

press the problem in terms of the income instead of hours worked. The income earned

by agent j is

Yj = wjNj. (21)

The planner’s problem is to choose the allocations {Yj, Cj}, G, and τx to maximize

social welfare

V =
1

2
[u(Cr)− v (Yr/wr) + g(G)] +

1

2
[u(Cn)− v (Yn/wn) + g(G)] , (22)

subject to the resource constraint

Cr + Cn +G ≤ Yn
τx + α

α(1 + τx)
+

Yr
1 + τx

. (23)
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and two incentive compatibility (IC) constraints

u(Cn)− v (Yn/wn) ≥ u(Cr)− v (Yr/wn) , (24)

u(Cr)− v (Yr/wr) ≥ u(Cn)− v (Yn/wr) , (25)

The wages of the two types of workers are dictated by production and are given by

equations (10) and (11).

Any competitive equilibrium satisfies equations (23), (24), and (25). In addition,

any allocation that satisfies these three equations can be decentralized as a competitive

equilibrium.

Household optimality implies that the utility associated with the bundle of con-

sumption and income assigned to agent j, {Cj, Yj}, must be at least as high as the

utility associated with any other bundle {C, Y } that satisfies the budget constraint

C ≤ Y − T (Y ):

u(Cj)− v(Yj/wj) ≥ u(C) + v(Y/wj), (26)

In particular, routine workers must prefer their bundle, {Cr, Yr}, to the bundle of non-

routine workers, {Cn, Yn}. Similarly, non-routine workers must prefer their bundle,

{Cn, Yn}, to the bundle of routine workers, {Cr, Yr}. These requirements correspond to

the two IC constraints, (24), and (25), so these conditions are necessary.

We show in the Appendix that equation (23) is necessary by combining the first-

order conditions to the firms’ problems with the resource constraint, (19). In addition,

we show that conditions (24), (25), and (23) are also sufficient. To see that (24)

and (25) summarize the household problem note that it is possible to choose a tax

function such that agents prefer the bundle Cj, Yj no any other bundle. For example,

the government could choose a tax function that sets the agent’s after-tax income to

zero for any choice of Y different from Yj, j = r, n. These results are summarized in

the following proposition.

Proposition 1. Equations (23), (25) and (24) characterize the set of implementable

allocations. These conditions are necessary and sufficient for a competitive equilibrium.
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Since the government can choose an arbitrary tax function, it is only bound by the

incentive compatibility constraints which characterize the informational problem. This

property means that the income tax function that is assumed here to implement the

optimal allocation is without loss of generality. Any other implementation would at

least have to satisfy the same two incentive constraints.

The tax on intermediate goods provides the government with an additional instru-

ment relative to the Mirrlees (1971) setting. The planner can use this instrument to

affect the income of the two types of workers but its use creates a divergence between

an agents’ productivity and his wage rate. We now describe some useful results for this

economy, which are proved in the appendix.

Proposition 2. The agent with a higher pre-tax wage has a higher pre-tax income and

consumption, i.e. if wi > wj then Yi ≥ Yj and Ci ≥ Cj. This result implies that the

incentive compatibility constraint for agent i binds.

Proposition 3. If wi > wj, the incentive compatibility of agent i binds with equality

and the condition Yi ≥ Yj is equivalent to the incentive compatibility constraints of the

two agents.

To bring the analysis closer to a canonical Mirrleesian approach, we maximize the

planner’s objective in two steps. First, we set τx to a given level and solve for the

optimal allocations. Second, we find the optimal level of τx. We define the level of

social welfare conditional on a value of τx, as

W (τx) = max
Cn,Cr,Yn,Yr

1

2
[u(Cr)− v (Yr/wr) + g(G)] +

1

2
[u(Cn)− v (Yn/wn) + g(G)]

subject to

u(Ci)− v (Yi/wi) = u(Cj)− v (Yj/wi) ,

Yi ≥ Yj,

Cr + Cn +G ≤ Yr
τx + α

α(1 + τx)
+

Yn
1 + τx

.
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where the index i denotes the agent with the higher pre-tax wage. An optimal choice

of τx requires that W ′(τx) = 0.

Proposition 4. In the optimal plan, the tax on robots is always low enough that wr ≤
wn.

The intuition for this result is as follows. Suppose that τx is such that the wage on

routine workers is higher than that of non-routine workers (wr > wn). This property

would require a large, positive value for τx. A marginal reduction in τx has two benefits.

First, it increases production efficiency by reducing the distortions associated with robot

use. Second, it reduces the informational rent that the planner must give the routine

agent so that he does not mimic the non-routine agent.

Proposition 5. In the optimal plan, when automation is incomplete (m < 1), so

routine workers are used in productive activities (Yr > 0), robot taxes are strictly positive

(τx > 0).

The first part of this proposition is similar to our previous result. Suppose that

τx < 0, then wn > wr. A marginal increase in τx has two benefits. First, it strictly

increases output and hence the amount of goods available for consumption. Second,

it reduces the relative wage wn/wr and makes the non-routine worker less inclined to

mimic the routine workers. This property can be easily seen by rewriting the IC for

non-routine workers in terms of hours worked,

u(Cr)− v(Nr) ≥ u(Cn)− v (wnNn/wr) .

The second part of this result establishes that production efficiency is not optimal,

so it is optimal to tax robot use. The intuition for this result is as follows. Since a

zero tax on robots maximizes output, a marginal increase in that tax produces only

second-order output losses. On the other hand, increasing τx generates a first-order

gain from loosening the informational restriction. Therefore, a planner that chooses

τx = 0 can always improve its objective with a marginal increase in τx.
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Robot taxes are optimal only when automation is incomplete (m < 1), so non-

routine workers are employed in production (Yr > 0). When full automation is optimal

(m = 1, Yn = 0) there are no informational gains from taxing robots. Since the robot

tax distorts production and does not help loosen the IC of the non-routine agent, the

optimal value of τx is zero. We prove this result in the appendix.

Now, we turn to the study of the optimal wedges. In what follows, we assume that

Yn ≥ Yr is a non-binding constraint. The optimality conditions imply the following

marginal rates of substitution

v′(Yn/wn)

u′(Cn)
= wn

τx + α

α(1 + τx)

v′(Yr/wr)

u′(Cr)
≥ 0.5− ηn

0.5− ηn v
′(Yr/wn)/wn
v′(Yr/wn)/wr

wr
1 + τx

, (= if Yr > 0).

In Mirrlees-type problems it is common to be optimal to not distort the choices of

high-ability agents. In contrast, in our model non-routine workers are subsidized at the

margin when automation is incomplete. This subsidy corrects the distortion created by

the fact that in the presence of robot taxes, the wages of non-routine workers are lower

than their marginal productivity.

Routine workers are taxed at the margin when automation is incomplete for two

reasons. First, this tax corrects the distortion created by the fact that in the presence of

robot taxes, the wages of routine workers are higher than their marginal productivity.

Second, taxing routine workers makes it less appealing for non-routine workers to mimic

routine workers and loosens the IC of non-routine workers.

Figure 3 illustrates the properties of the equilibrium associated with Mirrleesian

optimal taxation. We see that full automation occurs for values of φ lower than 0.26.

The robot tax is positive, reaching a maximum value of 10 percent. This tax is used only

when automation is incomplete. With complete automation, routine workers supply

zero hours. At that point, taxing robots to raise the wages of routine workers does not

help reduce income inequality. Since taxing robots distorts production and doesn’t help
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redistribute income, it is optimal to set these taxes to zero.

Consumption of non-routine workers is higher than that of routine workers. Since

non-routine workers work harder than routine workers, the former need to receive higher

consumption to satisfy their IC constraint. Both types of workers see their consumption

rise as φ goes towards zero. This outcome is achieved through large transfers to the

routine workers.

Once there is full automation, the utility of routine and non-routine workers is equal-

ized. This property follows from the IC constraint for non-routine workers (equation

(24)). This constraint is binding and when automation is full, the pre-tax income of

routine workers is zero, and the right-hand side of the equation is equal to the utility

of the routine worker.

6 Optimal policy with simple income taxes

The previous section describes the optimal income tax in the presence of Mirrlees-style

information constraints. Despite its natural appeal, this optimal tax schedule can be

complex and difficult to implement. For this reason, in this section we characterize the

optimal tax policy when the after-tax income schedule is constrained to have the simple

form proposed by Heathcote, Storesletten and Violante (2014) (see equation (13)).

When the government is restricted to setting income taxes consistent with the func-

tional form (13), the competitive equilibrium in the economy can be summarized by

the following conditions:

Cn = λ(αY )1−γ, (27)

Nn =
1− γ

1− γ + θ
, (28)

Cr = λ[(1− α)(1−m)Y ]1−γ, (29)

Nr =
1− γ

1− γ + θ
, (30)
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m = max

{
1−

(
φ(1 + τx)

(1− α)A

)1/α
Nr

Nn

, 0

}
, (31)

Y = A

(
Nr

1−m

)1−α

Nα
r , (32)

Cn + Cr +G ≤ Y − φ m

1−m
Nr, (33)

xi =
Nn

1−m
, for i ∈ [0,m], (34)

ni =
Nn

1−m
, for i ∈ (m, 1], (35)

pi = φ. (36)

Taking the ratio between equations (27) and (29), we can see that a necessary condition

is
Cn
Cr

=

[
α

(1− α)(1−m)

]1−γ
. (37)

This equation shows that there are two ways to make the ratio Cn/Cr closer to one.

The first is to raise τx which leads to a fall in the level of automation, m. The second,

is to make γ closer to one, i.e. make the tax system more progressive. Both approaches

have drawbacks. Taxing robot use reduces production efficiency and making the tax

system more progressive reduces incentives to work. To see the latter effect, note that

hours worked are given by equations (28) and (30). As γ approaches one, hours worked

approach zero.

We can think of the planner as choosing allocations {Cr, Cn, G,m} and progressivity

γ, subject to (37) and

Cr + Cn +G ≤ A

(
1

1−m

)1−α
1− γ

1− γ + θ
− φ m

1−m
1− γ

1− γ + θ
, (38)

which represents the resource condition in the equilibrium definition, where the vari-

ables Y , Nn and Nr have been replaced by their equilibrium expressions. These two

conditions are necessary and sufficient to describe the set of implementable allocations
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in terms of {Cr, Cn, G,m} and γ. They are necessary because they follow from straight-

forward manipulations of equilibrium conditions. Furthermore, given any allocations

{Cr, Cn, G,m} and γ that satisfy these two constraints, we can use equation (27) to find

a value for λ; such a value for λ also satisfies equation (29), since equation (37) must

be satisfied. In addition, equations (28) and (30) can be used to find solutions for Nn

and Nr, respectively. Given an optimal allocation for m, equation (31) can be solved

by a choice of τx, and equation (32) yields a value for Y . These solutions, together with

equation (38), imply that equation (33) is also satisfied. Finally, equation (34) can be

used to solve for a value for each xi, equation (35) for each ni, and equation (36) for pi.

Optimality implies the following condition

µ
A(1− α)

(1−m)(1− γ + θ)

[
(1−m)α − φ

A(1− α)

]
= 0.5− Cr

Cr + Cn
, (39)

where µ is the Lagrange multiplier associated with the resource constraint, (38). This

expression implies that when automation is incomplete, robot use is always taxed. To

see this result, it is useful to note that when τx = 0 the equilibrium level of automation

is such that4

1−m =

[
φ

(1− α)A

]1/α
. (40)

Equation (40) implies that the left-hand side of equation (39) is equal to zero which

is possible only when the Cr = Cn. Since the instruments available to the government

are distortionary, it is in general not optimal to equalize the consumption of the two

agents. Equation (39) implies that when Cn > Cr , the level of m is lower that that

implied by the competitive equilibrium with τx = 0. So, in order for equation (39) to

hold, τx must be positive.

Figure 4 shows that the form of the tax function constrains heavily the outcomes

that can be achieved. Full automation never occurs and robot taxes are used for all

values of φ reaching values as high as τx = 0.33. As the costs of automation decline, the

4This result reflects the fact that in equilibrium Nn = Nr .
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progressivity of the income tax rises. But there is still a large divergence in wage rates,

consumption and utility across the two types of workers. The reason is the transfers

from non-routine to routine workers are relatively modest.

Optimal policy with lump-sum rebates In both the first-best allocation and the

Mirrlees-style allocation, routine workers drop out of the labor force once automation

costs are sufficiently low. That property is absent in an equilibrium where taxes take

the form proposed by Heathcote, Storesletten and Violante (2014). The reason is

simple. Equation (13) implies that when before-tax income is zero, after-tax income is

also zero. A worker who drops out of the labor force has zero consumption and −∞
utility. In order to make the outcomes that can be achieved with a simple tax system

closer to the Mirrlees-style allocation we now consider the case where the government

can use a lump-sum rebate, T .

In this specification, the after-tax income of household j is

y(wjNj) = λ(wjNj)
1−γ + T . (41)

To simplify the algebra, it is useful to think of the planner as choosing T̃ such that

T̃ = T/ (λY 1−γ). Consumption levels and working hours for each agent are given by

Cr = λY 1−γ[[(1− α)(1−m)]1−γ + T̃ ] (42)

Nr =
1− γ

1− γ + θ + θT̃
[(1−α)(1−m)]1−γ

(43)

Cn = λY 1−γ[α1−γ + T̃ ] (44)

Nn =
1− γ

1− γ + θ + θT̃ /α1−γ
(45)
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The planner chooses allocations {Cn, Cr,m} and the instruments {γ, T̃}, subject to

Cn =

{
α1−γ + T̃

[(1− α)(1−m)]1−γ + T̃

}
Cr, (46)

Cr + Cn +G = A

[
Nr

(1−m)

]1−α
Nα
n − φ

m

1−m
Nr, (47)

T̃ ≥ 0, (48)

where Nr and Nn are given by equations (43) and (45). Equations (46), (47) and (48)

are necessary and sufficient for an equilibrium.

In this economy, the lump-sum transfer plays a similar role to tax progressivity. The

consumption ratio is given by,

Cr
Cn

=
[(1− α)(1−m)]1−γ + T̃

α1−γ + T̃
,

It is easy to see that when Cr/Cn < 1, an increase in T̃ increases Cr/Cn, reducing con-

sumption inequality. However, lump-sum rebates have to be financed with distortionary

income taxes.

Figure 5 illustrates the properties of this allocation. In this equilibrium, income

is redistributed through a large lump-sum transfer, in other words, the government

guarantees a minimum income to all agents in the economy. Workers have two sources

of income: wages and transfers. For this reason, income and substitution effects of

changes in wages are no longer offsetting. As a consequence, the two types of workers

supply a different number of hours and their hours vary with φ. When automation is

incomplete, robot taxes are used as an additional source of redistribution and τx can

go as high as 35 percent. Complete automation occurs for values of φ lower than 0.2.

When automation is incomplete, the income tax is regressive (γ < 0) to reduce the

distortions on the labor supply of the non-routine agents.
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7 Comparing different policies

In this section, we compare the first-best allocation with the allocations associated with

different policies in terms of social welfare and the utility of routine and non-routine

workers. In the figures discuss below we use the labels FB, SQ, OT, ST and STL to

refer to the first-best, status quo, Mirrleesian optimal taxes, simple taxes, and simple

taxes with lump-sum rebates, respectively.

Figure 6 shows the utility of the social planner for values of φ in the interval (0, (1−
α)A]. Recall that (1−α)A is the lowest value of φ for which there is no automation in

the status quo. Social welfare rises as the costs of automation fall both for the first best

and for all the policies we consider. We see that the Mirrlees allocation is relatively

close in terms of welfare to the first-best allocation. The solution with simple taxation

and rebates ranks next in terms of welfare, followed by the solution with simple taxes

without rebates. The status quo is by far the worst allocation.

A fall in the cost of automation can have very different consequences for routine

and non-routine workers. To illustrate this property, we measure the utility of the two

types of workers relative to the status-quo equilibrium with φ = (1−α)A. We call this

allocation the no-automation benchmark. Panel A (B) of Figure 7 shows how much

routine (non-routine) workers would pay as percentage of consumption to go back to

the no-automation benchmark for different values of φ.

Panel A of Figure 7 shows that the utility of routine workers in the first-best al-

location improves as φ falls. In contrast, in the status quo, routine workers become

increasingly worse off as φ falls. With Mirrleesian optimal taxation, routine workers

are made better off once φ becomes sufficiently low (lower than 0.35). For simple taxes

with and without rebates, routine workers are better off than in the no-automation

benchmark for values of φ lower than 0.21 and 0.09, respectively.

Figure B of Figure 7 shows that non-routine workers prefer the no-automation

benchmark to the first best for high levels of φ (higher than 0.23). This preference
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reflects the large transfers that non-routine workers make to routine workers in the

first best. For values of φ lower than 0.23, non-routine workers prefer the first best to

the no-automation benchmark. The reason is that the wage of non-routine workers is

high enough to compensate the transfers they make to routine workers. For values of φ

lower than 0.39 non-routine workers prefer the status quo to all other allocations. This

preference results from a combination of high wages and relatively low taxes.

For any level of φ lower that (1−α)A, routine workers rank the first-best allocation

first, Mirrleesian optimal taxation second, simple taxes with rebates third, and simple

taxes without rebates fourth and the status quo last. In contrast, non-routine workers

rank the status quo first and the first best last. Mirrleesian optimal taxation and simple

taxes with and without rebates rank in between the two extremes.

8 Relation to the public finance literature

Our results stand in sharp contrast to the celebrated Diamond and Mirrlees (1971) result

that an optimal tax system should ensure efficiency in production and therefore leave

intermediate goods untaxed. In our framework, this property would imply that the tax

on robots should be zero. Another important reference is Atkinson and Stiglitz (1976).

These authors argue that in an economy with Mirrleesian income taxes distorting the

use of commodities is not optimal, as long as these commodities are separable from

leisure in the utility function. Since uniform taxation can be interpreted as production

efficiency, those results may also appear to contradict ours. In this section, we discuss

the relation between these different results.

Relating our results to Diamond and Mirrlees (1971) It is central to the

Diamond-Mirrlees intermediate good theorem that all net trades can be taxed at po-

tentially different (linear) rates. In our model, this property would mean that the labor

of the two types of workers can be taxed at different rates. At the heart of the failure of
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the Diamond and Mirrlees (1971) theorem in our model is the fact that the government

cannot discriminate between the two types of workers.

The result in Diamond and Mirrlees holds if we assume that the planner can use

different linear taxes for routine and non-routine workers, λr and λn. In this case,

household optimality implies that

v′(Nj)

u′(Cj)
= λjwj, and Cj = λjwjNj.

With the ability to affect each marginal rate of substitution independently, the only

constraints faced by the planner are the resource constraint

Cr + Cn +G ≤ A

(
Nr

1−m

)1−α

Nα
n − φ

m

1−m
Nr,

and the implementability conditions for household optimality

u′(Cj)Cj − v′(Nj)Nj = 0, for j = r, n.

These three conditions are necessary and sufficient for an equilibrium.

When the government can use different tax rates for each type of worker, the level

of intermediate goods appears only in the resource constraint and not in the imple-

mentability condition. Since intermediate goods do not interfere with incentives, they

are chosen to maximize output for given levels of hours worked. This objective is

achieved by not distorting production, setting τx = 0.

When the tax system requires both types of worker to pay the same tax rate (λr =

λn), the planner has to distort the labor supply decisions of the two types of workers in

the same way, which gives rise to the following additional implementability restriction

v′(Nn)/u′(Cn)

v′(Nr)/u′(Cr)
=
wn
wr
. (49)

The value of τx no longer appears only in the resource constraint, it appears in

equation (49) because the wage ratio is a function of τx. As a result, to relax restriction
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(49), it might be optimal for the planner to choose values of τx that are different from

zero.

This result depends crucially on the fact that different labor types interact differently

with the intermediate good, which means that distorting the use of intermediate goods

affects in different ways the wage rates of different workers. If the production function

was weakly separable in labor types and intermediate inputs, the wage ratio would be

independent of the usage of intermediate inputs and production efficiency would be

optimal.

In our model, robots are substitutes of routine workers and complements of non-

routine. A tax on robots decreases the wage rate of non-routine workers and increase

the wage rate of routine workers. This property means that it can be optimal to use

robot taxes.

Relating our results to Atkinson and Stiglitz (1976) In Mirrleesian optimal

taxation the planner can choose the entire income tax schedule. One might expect

production efficiency to be optimal given the high degree of flexibility associated with

income taxes. Indeed, Atkinson and Stiglitz (1976) show that, under weak conditions,

uniform commodity taxation (production efficiency) is optimal. Jacobs (2015) shows

that the Atkinson and Stiglitz (1976) result relies on a form of separability such that

commodities do not interact differently with different agent types. This form of sepa-

rability is not present in our model which is why it can be optimal to tax robots.

The intuition for this result is the same we used in discussing proposition 5. Because

the government does not know the type of the agent and only observes income, it is

restricted to use incentive compatible tax systems. Since different types interact differ-

ently with the intermediate good, the distorting production decisions may help in the

screening process. To see this property, it is useful to write the incentive compatibility

constraint as follows:

u(Ci)− v(Ni) ≥ u(Cj)− v (wjNj/wi) .
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Crucially, this incentive compatibility constraint involves the wage ratio. Whenever the

taxation of intermediate goods affects this ratio, production efficiency may no longer

be optimal. When intermediate goods are not separable in production from the two

labor types, taxing intermediate goods affects the wage ratio and it might be optimal

to distort production

In sum, the classical results on production efficiency in the public finance literature

depend on one of two key assumptions: (i) the government can tax differently every

consumption good and labor type; or (ii) the environment is such that production

distortions do not help in shaping incentives. Both assumptions fail in our model. On

the one hand, the government cannot design income tax systems that independently

target each type of worker. On the other hand, robots are substitutes for routine

workers and complements to non-routine workers, so a tax on robots affects the ratio

of the wages of these two types of workers.

9 Conclusions

Our analysis suggests that without changes to the current U.S. tax system, a sizable

fall in the costs of automation would lead to a massive rise in income inequality. Even

though routine workers keep their jobs, their wages fall to make them competitive with

the possibility of automating production.

Income inequality can be reduced by raising the marginal tax rates paid by high-

income individuals and by taxing robots to raise the wages of routine workers. But this

solution involves a substantial efficiency loss for the reduced level of inequality.

A Mirrleesian optimal income tax can reduce inequality at a smaller efficiency cost

than the variants of the U.S. tax system discussed above, coming close to the levels of

social welfare obtained in the first-best allocation. Unfortunately, this tax system can

be complex and difficult to implement.

An alternative approach is to amend the tax system to include a rebate that is
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independent of income. In our model, with this rebate in place, it is optimal to tax

robots for values of the automation cost that lead to partial automation. For values

of the automation cost that lead to full automation, it is not optimal to tax robots.

Routine workers lose their jobs and live off government transfers, just like in Kurt

Vonnegut’s “Player’s piano.”
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A Appendix

A.1 The first-best allocation

We define the first-best allocation in this economy as the solution to an utilitarian wel-

fare function, absent informational constraints. This absence implies that the planner

can perfectly discriminate among agents and enforce any allocation. The optimal plan

solves the following problem

V = max
{Cr,Nr,Cn,Nn},G,m,{xi,ni}

1

2
[u(Cr)− v(Nr) + g(G)] +

1

2
[u(Cn)− v(Nn) + g(G)] .

Cr + Cn +G ≤ A

[ˆ m

0

xρi di+

ˆ 1

m

nρi di

] 1−α
ρ

Nα
n −
ˆ m

0

φxidi, [µ],

ˆ 1

m

nidi = Nr, [η].

The first-order conditions with respect to ni and xi are

µ(1− α)A

[ˆ m

0

xρi di+

ˆ 1

m

nρi di

] 1−α
ρ
−1

Nα
nn

ρ−1
i = η, ∀i ∈ (m, 1]

(1− α)A

[ˆ m

0

xρi di+

ˆ 1

m

nρi di

] 1−α
ρ
−1

Nα
n x

ρ−1
i = φ, ∀i ∈ [0,m].

The first equation implies that the marginal productivity of routine labor should be

constant across the activities that use routine labor. This property means that ni =

Nr/(1−m) for i ∈ (m, 1] and ni = 0, otherwise. The same property applies to robots

used in the activities where they are used, xi = x for i ∈ [0,m] and xi = 0, otherwise.

To characterize the optimal allocations we replace ni and xi in the planner’s problem,

which can be rewritten as

V = max
{Cr,Nr,Cn,Nn},G,m,x

∑
j=r,n

1

2
[u(Cj)− v(Nj) + g(G)] .

Cr + Cn +G ≤ A

[
mxρ + (1−m)

( Nr

1−m

)ρ] 1−α
ρ

Nα
n − φmx, [µ].
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The first-order conditions with respect to x and m are, respectively,

(1− α)A

[
mxρ + (1−m)

( Nr

1−m

)ρ] 1−α
ρ
−1

Nα
n x

ρ−1 = φ,

1− α
ρ

A

[
mxρ + (1−m)

( Nr

1−m

)ρ] 1−α
ρ
−1

Nα
n

[
xρ − (1− ρ)

( Nr

1−m

)ρ]
= φx.

The ratio of these two equations implies that if automation is positive, m > 0, then

x = Nr/(1−m). Using this condition, we obtain

V = max
{Cr,Nr,Cn,Nn},G,m,x

∑
j=r,n

1

2
[u(Cj)− v(Nj) + g(G)] .

Cr + Cn +G ≤ A
( Nr

1−m

)1−α
Nα
n − φm

Nr

1−m
, [µ].

The first-order condition with respect to the level of automation implies that

(1− α)A
1

(1−m)2−α
N1−α
r Nα

n − φ
Nr

(1−m)2
= 0⇔ m = 1−

[ φ

A(1− α)

]1/αNr

Nn

,

provided that m is interior. Then,

m = max

{
1−

[ φ

A(1− α)

]1/αNr

Nn

, 0

}
.

Furthermore, the first-order conditions with respect to Cr, Cn, Nr, Nn, and G are

1

2
u′(Cr) = µ,

1

2
u′(Cn) = µ,

1

2
v′(Nr) ≥

µ

Nr

(1− α)(1−m)Y,

1

2
v′(Nn) = µαY,

g′(G) = µ.
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The first-order condition with respect to Nr is presented with inequality, because the

constraint Nr ≥ 0 may bind when automation costs are low. The combination of the

first two equations implies that

u′(Cr) = u′(Cn)⇔ Cr = Cn.

The optimal marginal rates of substitution are given by the combination of the marginal

utility of consumption and leisure for each individual

v′(Nr)

u′(Cr)
≥ (1− α)(1−m)

Y

Nr

,

v′(Nn)

u′(Cn)
= α

Y

Nn

.

Finally, from the first-order conditions for G and Cj it follows that

g′(G) =
1

2
u′(Cj). (50)

A.2 Proof of Proposition 1

In an equilibrium, robot producers set the price of robots equal to their marginal cost

pi = φ. (51)

Optimality for final goods producers implies that

xi =

{
Nr
1−m , m ∈ [0,m],

0, otherwise
(52)

ni =

{
Nr
1−m , m ∈ (m, 1],

0, otherwise
(53)

m = max
{

1−
[(1 + τx)φ

(1− α)A

]1/αNr

Nn

, 0
}
, (54)

Y = A

[ˆ m

0

xρi di+

ˆ 1

m

nρi di

] 1−α
ρ

Nα
n , (55)
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wr = (1− α)(1−m)
Y

Nr

, (56)

wn = α
Y

Nn

. (57)

The resource constraint is

Cr + Cn +G = Y −
ˆ m

0

φxi, (58)

We can let equation (51) define the price of robots, equation (52) define xi, equations

(53), (54) and (55) determine ni, m, and Y , respectively. Assuming that m is interior,

the wage equations (56) and (57) can be written as (10) and (11). These equations can

be used to solve for the equilibrium wage rates. Combining the results above, we can

write the resource constraint as

Cr + Cn +G = α
A1/α(1− α)

1−α
α

[(1 + τx)φ]
1−α
α

τx + α

α(1 + τx)
Nn + φNr.

Replacing Nj = Yj/wj, the resource constraint can be written as

Cr + Cn +G = Yn
τx + α

α(1 + τx)
+

Yr
1 + τx

. (59)

This derivation makes it clear that resource constraint (59) is necessary and sufficient

for optimality in the production side of the economy.

Household optimality requires that

u(Cj)− v
(Yj
wj

)
≥ u(C)− v

( Y
wj

)
, ∀(C, Y ) : C ≤ Y − T (Y ).

The following incentive compatibility are necessary constraints

u(Cn)− v
(Yn
wn

)
≥ u(Cr)− v

( Yr
wn

)
,

u(Cr)− v
(Yr
wr

)
≥ u(Cn)− v

(Yn
wr

)
.

These are also sufficient conditions, because the planner can set the tax schedule T (·)
such that for all Y 6∈ {Yn, Yr} the allocation is worse for both agents than their respective

allocation. T (Y ) = Y is an example of such a mechanism.
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A.3 Proof of Proposition 2 and 3

By adding the two incentive compatibility constraints, we obtain

v
( Yi
wj

)
− v
(Yj
wj

)
≥ v
(Yi
wi

)
− v
(Yj
wi

)
.

Since v(·) is a convex function and wi > wj, a necessary and sufficient condition is

Yi ≥ Yj.

Then, from the IC for i we can see that

u(Ci)− u(Cj) ≥ v
(Yi
wi

)
− v
(Yj
wi

)
≥ 0,

which implies that Ci ≥ Cj.

We now show by contradiction that the incentive compatibility of agent i binds.

Suppose we have found a solution where that IC is not binding, then

u(Ci)− v
(Yi
wi

)
> u(Cj)− v

( Yi
wj

)
,

which implies that Ci > Cj. Suppose then a different allocation where Yi, Yj, G and τx

are kept at the same level but C ′i = Ci− ε and C ′j = Cj + ε, for some small ε > 0, which

preserves the inequality

u(C ′i)− v
(Yi
wi

)
≥ u(C ′j)− v

( Yi
wj

)
.

This new allocation is still resource feasible and loosens the incentive compatibility

constraint for agent j.

Concavity of u(·) guarantees that welfare evaluated at this new allocation is strictly

greater than the initial candidate solution, which contradicts the premise that the initial

allocation was a solution to the problem.

We have already shown that the condition Yi ≥ Yj is necessary. It remains to be

shown that it can replace the incentive compatibility of agent j. We now show that
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since the IC of i binds with equality, Yi ≥ Yj implies the IC of j

u(Ci)− u(Cj) = v
(Yi
wi

)
− v
( Yi
wj

)
≤ v
( Yi
wj

)
− v
(Yj
wj

)
⇒ u(Ci)− v

( Yi
wj

)
≤ u(Cj)− v

(Yj
wj

)
.

A.4 Proof of Proposition 4

We show this result by arguing that such a level of τx cannot be optimal. We show that

wr ≤ wn by conditioning the problem on a level of τx such that wr > wn and showing

that it cannot be optimal.

Suppose that non-routine workers earn a higher wage rate than routine workers.

This property implies that the allocations solve

W (τx) = max
Cr,Cn,Yn,Yr

[u(Cr)− v (Yr/wr) + g(G)] + [u(Cn)− v (Yn/wn) + g(G)] ,

u(Cr)− v (Yr/wr) = u(Cn)− v (Yn/wr) , [ηr]

Yr ≥ Yn, [ψ]

Cr + Cn +G ≤ Yn
τx + α

α(1 + τx)
+

Yr
1 + τx

, [µ].

Then envelope condition is given by

W ′(τx) = v′(Yr/wr)(1 + ηr)
Yr
w2
r

∂wr
∂τx

+ v′(Yn/wn)
Yn
w2
n

∂wn
∂τx

− ηrv′(Yn/wr)
Yn
w2
r

∂wr
∂τx

+ µ
[
Yn

1− α
α(1 + τx)2

− Yr
(1 + τx)2

]
.

It is useful to note that

∂wr
∂τx

= φ, ⇒
∂wr
∂τx

wr
=

1

(1 + τx)
,

∂wn
∂τx

= − A
1/α(1− α)1/α

φ
1−α
α (1 + τx)1/α

, ⇒
∂wn
∂τx

wn
= − 1− α

α(1 + τx)
.
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We can use these conditions to write

W ′(τx) = v′(Yr/wr)(1 + ηr)
Yr
wr

1

1 + τx
− v′(Yn/wn)

Yn
wn

1− α
α(1 + τx)

− ηrv′(Yn/wr)
Yn
wr

1

1 + τx
+ µ
[
Yn

1− α
α(1 + τx)2

− Yr
(1 + τx)2

]
.

The first-order conditions for optimality of the problem imply that

v′(Yr/wr)(1 + ηr)
Yr
wr

1

1 + τx
=

µYr
(1 + τx)2

− ψ Yr
1 + τx

,

v′(Yn/wn)
Yn
wn

1− α
α(1 + τx)

= µYn
τx + α

α(1 + τx)

1− α
α(1 + τx)

+ ψYn
1− α

α(1 + τx)
+ ηrv

′(Yn/wr)
Yn
wr

1− α
α(1 + τx)

,

which replaced in the envelope condition implies

W ′(τx) =
µYr

(1 + τx)2
− ψ Yr

1 + τx
− µYn

τx + α

α(1 + τx)

1− α
α(1 + τx)

− ψYn
1− α

α(1 + τx)

− ηrv′(Yn/wr)
Yn
wr

1− α
α(1 + τx)

− ηrv′(Yn/wr)
Yn
wr

1

1 + τx
+ µ
[
Yn

1− α
α(1 + τx)2

− Yr
(1 + τx)2

]
.

W ′(τx) = −ψ Yr
1 + τx

− µYn
τx(1− α)

α2(1 + τx)2
− ψYn

1− α
α(1 + τx)

− ηrv′(Yn/wr)
Yn
wr

1

α(1 + τx)
< 0.

A.5 Proof of Proposition 5

We follow the same strategy used to prove Proposition 4. To produce a contradiction

suppose not, suppose we find an allocation {Cn, Yn, Cn, Yn, G, τx} such that τx ≤ 0.

Using the previous results, we know that wn > wr. This result implies that Yn ≥ Yr,

Cn ≥ Cr, and the IC of the non-routine worker binds. These allocations solve the
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original optimization problem, or equivalently they solve

W (τx) = max
Cr,Cn,Yn,Yn,G

∑
j

[
u(Cj)− v

(Yj
wj

+ g(G)
)]
, s.to.

u(Cn)− v
(Yn
wn

)
= u(Cr)− v

( Yr
wn

)
, [ηn],

Yn ≥ Yr, [ψ],

Cr + Cn +G ≤ Yn
τx + α

α(1 + τx)
+

Yr
1 + τx

, [µ].

The envelope condition is

W ′(τx) =− v′
(Yn
wn

)
(1 + ηn)

Yn
wn

1− α
α(1 + τx)

+ v′
(Yr
wr

)Yr
wr

1

1 + τx
,

+ ηnv
′
( Yr
wn

) Yr
wn

1− α
α(1 + τx)

+
µ

1 + τx

[
Yn

1− α
α(1 + τx)

− Yr
1 + τx

]
.

The first-order conditions for optimality imply that

v′
(Yn
wn

)
(1 + ηn)

1

wn
= µ

τx + α

α(1 + τx)
− ψ.

v′
(Yr
wr

) 1

wr
= µ

1

1 + τx
+ ψ + ηnv

′
( Yr
wn

) 1

wn
.

Replacing these expressions in the envelope condition implies

W ′(τx) = −µτx
1− α

α2(1 + τx)2
+ ψ

Yn(1− α)

α(1 + τx)
+ ψ

Yr
1 + τx

+ ηnv
′
( Yr
wn

) Yr
wn

1

α(1 + τx)
,

which shows that, as long as τx ≤ 0, then W ′(τx) ≥ 0.

A.5.1 The full automation case (m = 1, Yr = 0)

If the optimal plan has Yr = 0 then Yn > 0, which follows from the Inada conditions on

utility. This result implies that ψ = 0. From the envelope condition we can see that

W ′(τx) = −µτx
1− α

α2(1 + τx)2
= 0⇔ τx = 0. (60)
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